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About This Game

Voronium - Locust Sols takes place on a planet far from our known world. In the wake of mankind’s destruction of the earth a
quest to find a new home has begun. Due to the enormous distances of space, this expedition is lead by machines and highly

sophisticated AI all relaying on Voronium.

Voronium is a material, so versatile and energy dense it defies the laws of physics. It’s the energy source that replaced all others.
But though the universe is vast – mankind and their AI are not the only species interested in the energy. Your job is to secure the

Voronium mining operations, and destroy anything that gets in the way.

Features

The game is made solely for VR and it mixes two classic genres of game-play. Tower defense and First person shooter (VR
Style). The game contains the following features:

 Tower-defense gameplay (protect the base)

 First person gameplay – participate in the defending in VR FPS mode

 Tech-noir storyline driving the game forward
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 Free placement of towers on all flat areas in the landscape

 Evolving tech-tree, various weapons and upgrades

 Multiple opponent types – different behavior requires different tactics

 Enemies attack player back using rocks, drones, and jumping melee attacks

 Enemies are hive-minded, attacking one trigger agro

 Unique twirling gesture for swapping weapons in FPS mode
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Title: Voronium - Locust Sols
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Gamalocus Studios
Publisher:
Gamalocus Studios
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 8

Processor: i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX-1050

Storage: 1800 MB available space

English
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Really cool concept, it's new and amusing. Got it for like 0,5 euro in sale - was expecting garbage, found gold.. Like its
predecessors, The Journal and Lights Out, it is well executed, and it was intriguing to revisit the same locale as the first game,
the Dowerton Hotel and Station, and see how they tied the stories together. The game is well executed and has some parts that
are quite challenging.

That said, I enjoy mystery and suspense, but not horror. So while I really enjoyed the first two games, this third game tipped too
far over to the horror side for me, I was too freaked out to get all the way through.

I would recommend this game only for those who enjoy the horror genre.. Wait for discounts and specials they are taking
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665a bit with its standard price but worth it with patience and timing. Back in 1997 or
1998, I loved the original version of this game.

But this version is simply unplayable for me because it won't let me configure control. In this version, I can configure buttons
but I CANNOT configure axis. This is a fatal problem for me.

I hope the developer can add the configuration functionality.. Out of all the VR games I've tried so far this is the most fun.
Really awesome and engaging combat system.. Potential to be the most incredible VR experience that has ever been! But it's not
quick enoiugh to load, too much lag and skips for me. Though such an awesome concept that I will recommend this to everyone
and anyone. Perhaps with more support this could be a mindboggling experience. Well, I must say, I am extremely dissapointed
with this one: let me tell you the good things first!

New track textures! Also, very nice scenery, lots to look at! The track has superelevated corners in some places, which is always
a plus! Also, a nice variation of quiet zone, and horn-able crossings! Also included are two new Amtrak coaches, and a variety
of frieght rolling stock. The Dash 8 has what seems to be a new cab!

Now for the bad stuff: try not to fall asleep :)
Reused sounds for the locos (what a surprise)
The P42 is basically a reskinned P32
The wipers on the P42 are right from in-cab, but backwards from outside (really?)
The new Viewliners have NO CAB VIEW!
The route is rather flat
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The Level crossings use default signals and sounds
There is only career scenarios (would be nice to have some standard, no pressure scenarios)

I am sorry to say, I cannot recommend this route. It, to me, seems to be cutting quite a few corners, and was a fairly big waste of
money. Unless DTG starts to get their butts in gear, I'm sorry to think that this might be the future of American Routes.

I can only say: don't get this route unless it is on sale :(
. Beautiful short visual novel about a boy who has trouble socializing at school but then makes an unexpected friend while doing
his favorite hobby: picking up shells from the seashore. I won't say anything else to spoil. Very deep message hidden in it. Art
reminds me of Ponyo from Miyazaki too.. Lost city usually fun place full of adventures , cant say this about City of
Malathendra, there is nothing much to say at all, you will not find there beautifull backgrounds, alive animation,interesting
dialogs.Game is very short, not challenge, the story dont tell us anything interesting.

It was said that this should be " a graphic adventure game heavily inspired by classics such as The Fate Of Atlantis and the Kings
Quest series.", so it is not true, i dont undestand how this game can remind Kings Quest or like said other reviewer Monkey
Island.It have nothing in common with such titles.

Even if it was made on some home engine, devs could make atleast something right,- walking mechanics is tottaly broken,noone
cares about drawing at least something(backrounds are some mess),character animations looks awful. So maybe there is some
interesting story wich have to tell us something important, and no here too, it is very short and silly plus there are no challenge at
all they could put in some pixel hunting atleast.Music is nothing special, just a random something.. The graphics are amazing,
although as stated in previous reviews, it's too damn dark. I'm sure a lot of people would enjoy actually seeing their cars or the
surroundings\/obstacles on your way through the streets. If they can't make the night time brighter (obviously they can, question
is, do they want to), it should have an option for changing the brightness or an option for two different times, day and night.
Graphics are amazing, yes, but the developers should really look into optimizing the game more, otherwise most people can't
really run it properly.
Also in my opinion, the game has a lot of potential although it would need more variety, like more cars and so on, but
optimizing the game should be the first thing to work on.
Aswell as graphics being good on high settings or ultra settings, playing the game on lowest settings is impossible. If you can't
handle really great graphics like these, don't bother buying the game before they optimize it.
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I've now got a leggit fear of barrels, thanks vr for \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing up my life just a little bit more.. I bought
Street Fighter V not too long ago and as much as I want to recommend it, I just can't. There's a few issues, but the biggest is
easily the netcode. About 1/3 of the online matches have lag even with the connections setting at "4-5". I know when some
people see things like this they wonder if the PC just isn't good enough or if there's issues with the person's internet so I'll
provide my PC specs along with my net info..

OS: Windows 10 64 bit Home
CPU: i5-7400 @ 3.0GHz
GPU: NVIDIA Geforce GTX 1060 3GB
RAM: 16GB DDR4 CORSAIR Vengeance LPX DDR4 DRAM 2400MHz C16

My PC is hardwired directly to the modem and the net speed is up to 100Mbps and the ping to the servers is pretty low.

I do have a couple other issues with the game and if these things I'm about to mention get implemented into the next Street
Fighter I won't be purchasing it. One of the worst things done to the game in my opinion was that Capcom decided it would be a
good idea to take their real starter roster and break it up into a base roster and 2 DLC packs (Street Fighter V, Street Fighter V -
Season 1 Character Pass, Street Fighter V - Season 2 Character Pass) aka the Arcade Edition and the first character DLC pack
should of been Season 3. As someone who didn't get the Arcade edition and just bought the base game and the Season 1
Character Pass it really feels lacking still. Unfortunately, they also decided to break down every part of the game and turn it into
DLC or in game microtransactions (music, stages, continue in challenges after defeat etc. etc.). I understand they want to make
money, but what Capcom did with this title is kind of crazy. It just doesn't feel like a complete experience next to past Street
Fight titles or other fighting titles on the market today.

The in game currency is an issue as well as pricing to buy things is just so ridiculous due to the tiny amount you get for each win
(50). There are daily quests that offer very small amounts of fight money as well, but the quest that offered a reasonable amount
of fight money was actually removed. If you someone who is looking to purchase characters with fight money instead of
spending cash, you probably want to just forget about the characters go for 100k fight money and you only get about 50 fight
money per win (0 for a loss). I'm just not a fan of the fight money system and think we should be getting a much more complete
experience for the price we're paying. I'm really hoping Capcom makes some better decisions in the next Street Fighter game.

The bad netcode should be enough to say it really isn't worth it, but if you do decide to pick this up don't get anything less than
the Arcade Edition with at the very least at 50% off sale (or buy all 3 separately if you can get it for under $20). Honestly, if you
are looking for a good 2D Fighting game Mortal Kombat and Tekken are better options as they have better netcode and will give
you a much more complete experience.. It's a "deja vu" feeling, and i'm a fan of tactical and dungeon crawler but this game i
don't know, story mechanic, univer, interface all is average.. Beautiful... T_T. The worst game ever played. The camera is so
dumb, this game is just Car mechanic 2014 with trucks. Don't waste your money.. Meh. It was recommended to me by Steam in
my hunt for dating sims. The story is predominantly action and training,someone might like that,but it definitely wasn't near
what I was looking for.

New weapons and locust behaviours:
A large update to the weapon systems and locust behaviors!

New weapons:
- Gravity gun - try grabbing the rocks and the scouts
- Grenade launcher - try it on a big crowd of locust
- Deagro grenades - calming down attacking locust
- EMP tower - slows the locust down

New locust behaviors:
- Angry scouts might jump on you
- Locust learnt to communicate to each other, attacking one might sometimes make his friends angry

We are really curious to hear your feedback on all the new weapons and locust behaviors. Please try out the new version and let
us know what do you think, either here or on Discord: https://discord.gg/TtzgQuh
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. More polishing:
Lot's of polishing again + one very annoying issue fixed.
Here are the major improvements:

- Improved game menu
- Remade visuals for prolog (Hit "reset storyline" in the menu to watch, but it will erase your progress)
- Hitpoints/Time-indicator on PDS guns counter recoil
- Added spectator mode
- Added commentaries: Tower down, Strider down
- "Get out of the Console"
- Fix for the PDS arms being on the way when shooting

About the arms being on the way - after watching a few folks playing the game is was clear we must make the arms move away.
The initial idea was to attach the rotation to the headset location, but then you won't be able to see the beauty of the arm and
won't get same feeling about their size.
Eventually we decided to attach the rotation to the guns, so you still have the chance to look around and see the mech arms
around you.
Please tell us in the comments what do you think of the fix?
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Credit to Moyasisyamo for the drawing. Rockets and Shields – adding new weapons:
After our Early Access launch we had a Monday morning coffee to decide what should we do next.
We all agreed that now it's time to make the interaction with the world more interesting.
So this week we will be spending experimenting and building different weapon systems for the PDS.

The first two are rockets and shields.

Rocket launcher - shoots in a ballistic trajectory rather than straight line, and hits multiple enemies by it's explosion.
Shield - a way to defend yourself from the rocks flying at you. In addition to adding a shield we are experimenting with
changing the hit area of the rocks so it will be possible to avoid them by steeping aside and dodging.

Here are short videos to show you what we have got so far:
Rockets
Shields and dodging

Check out the full post: https://voronium.com/rockets-and-shields-adding-new-weapons/. Upgrades!:
Dear Fans,

We are happy to announce that today we have released a new update to Voronium. This is a small update containing the
following:

* Minor adjustments to visuals
* Snap-turn in Argus and Zeus (click left/right on controller thumb/joy-sticks)
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* Light level loading improvements (remove visual glitches)

We hope you're gonna like it!
Gamalocus Studios
. Voronium is live!:
Voronium is officially published now and you can get it on Steam.
The plan for next few hours:
1. To post the release notes of an update we made just a few hours ago
2. To upload another update with a fix for rotation of the arms rotation
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